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Abstract—Frequent tree patterns have many applications in
different domains such as XML document mining, user web
log analysis, network routing and bioinformatics. In this paper,
we first introduce three new tree encodings and accordingly
present an efficient algorithm for finding frequent patterns
from rooted unordered trees with the assumption that children
of every node in database trees are identically labeled. Then,
we generalize the method and propose the UITree algorithm
to find frequent patterns from rooted unordered trees without
any restriction. Compared to other algorithms in the literature,
UItree manages occurrences of a candidate tree in database
trees more efficiently. Our extensive experiments on both real
and synthetic datasets show that UITree significantly outper-
forms the most efficient existing works on mining unordered
trees.

Keywords-Frequent tree patterns, rooted unordered trees,
tree encoding, candidate generation, frequency counting.

I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of finding frequent patterns from a database
of graphs has several important applications in different
areas like bioinformatics, user web log analysis, web mining
and network routing. It is also a fundamental problem in
many other data mining tasks such as association rule min-
ing, classification and clustering. Although in recent years
finding condensed representations of frequent patterns (for
example closed patterns) has found more interest, developing
efficient algorithms for finding frequent patterns is still
important, because the efficiency of the algorithms of finding
condensed representations depends on the efficiency of the
frequent pattern mining algorithms.

Trees are an important class of graphs having many
applications such as XML documents, World Wide Web and
computer vision. In this paper, we focus on rooted unordered
trees.

Several algorithms are in the literature for finding frequent
patterns from rooted unordered trees. Asai et al. and Nijssen
et al. proposed Unot [2] and uFreqt [14], respectively. For
frequency counting, Unot uses an occurrence list based
approach in which each occurrence is stored in O(L) space
(L is the size of the candidate tree). uFreqt uses a different
occurrence list based approach for frequency counting that
its size is bounded by the product of the size of the database
and the size of the candidate. The more recent well known
algorithm for mining induced patterns is HybridTreeMiner
[6] which uses the breadth-first canonical form. However,

for frequency counting, HybridTreeMiner deals with the
occurrence-list of every candidate. PathJoin [25] assumes
that children of every node are labeled identically and finds
maximal patterns. More recently, UNI3 [8] was proposed for
unordered candidate generation, however, it counts ordered
frequency of every candidate.

In [4], the authors introduced two tree encodings for
rooted ordered trees and accordingly, developed an efficient
algorithm for finding frequent patterns from rooted ordered
trees. However, the method of [4] can not easily be extended
to mine unordered trees. In this paper, we follow the idea
of storing a few encodings, instead of dealing with the
occurrences of a candidate tree in a database tree, and
perform the frequency counting step by means of efficient
comparisons over these encodings. Our key contributions are
as follows:

• We introduce three novel tree encodings, and accord-
ingly, develop a new frequency counting algorithm for
mining unordered trees with unique labels on children
of every node.

• Then, we generalize the method and propose the UITree
algorithm to find frequent patterns from rooted un-
ordered trees without any restriction.

• We perform extensive experiments on both synthetic
and real datasets and show that UITree significantly
outperforms the well-known algorithms in the literature.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In Section
II, preliminaries and definitions related to the problem of
finding frequent tree patterns are given. Section III describes
the proposed algorithm including the candidate generation
method, the new tree encodings, and the frequency counting
method. We experimentally evaluate the efficiency of UITree
and compare it against the existing efficinet methods in
Section IV. In Section V, we have a brief overview on
the related works. Finally, in Section VI, the paper is
concluded and some possible extensions of the current work
are presented.

II. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

A rooted labeled unordered tree T = (V, E, L) is a con-
nected DAG with V as the set of nodes, E = {(u, v)|u, v ∈
V } as the set of edges, and L as the set of labels. A
distinguished node r is considered as the root, and for any
other node v, there is a unique path from r to v. Further,
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there is a function λ : V → L which maps nodes to labels.
A rooted labeled ordered tree has a left-to-right ordering
among the siblings.

The degree of a node v in a tree T , denoted by deg(T, v),
is defined as the number of edges incident to v. The depth
of a node v in a tree T , denoted by dep(T, v), is the length
of the path from the root to v. We say the node v is in the
position n of a path p, if dep(T, v) is equal to n.

For a labeled tree T , Zaki’s string representation, denoted
by S(T ) is defined as follows: the labels of the nodes of T
are added to S(T ) in the preorder traversal of T , and when
a backtracking from a child to its parent is occur a unique
symbol (e.g. −1) is added to S(T ) [28].

For a rooted labeled unordered tree T = (V, E, L),
a rooted labeled unordered tree T ′ = (V ′, E′, L′) is an
induced subtree of T , also called T ′ is isomorphic to a
subtree of T , if and only if: (1) V ′ ⊆ V , (2) E ′ ⊆ E,
and (3) L′ ⊆ L and the labeling of V ′ in T is preserved
in T ′. An occurrence O′ of T ′ in T is the set of nodes
and edges of T to which T ′ is mapped. We note T ′ might
have zero, one, or several occurrences in T . T ′ is a subtree
isomorphic of T if and only if T ′ has at least one occurrence
in T . Two different occurrences of T ′ in T might share some
nodes (and edges) in common, but they can not be the same,
entirely.

Given a databaseD consisting of rooted labeled unordered
trees and a subtree S, the per-tree support (or per-tree
frequency) of S is defined as the number of trees in D
for which S is an induced subtree. The occurrence-match
support (or occurrence-match frequency) of S is defined as
the number of occurrences of S in D. More formally:

per-tree support(S) =
∑

T∈D
IsInduced(S, T )

and

occurrence-match support(S) =
∑

T∈D
OccNum(S, T )

where IsInduced(S, T ) is 1 if S is the induced subtree of
the database tree T otherwise 0, and OccNum(S, T ) returns
the number of occurrences of S in T . A tree is frequent
if its per-tree support (occurrence-match support) is greater
than or equal to a user-specified per-tree (occurrence-match)
min sup value.

The desired class of patterns can differ based on the kind
of the application. In this paper, our concern is frequent
induced unordered tree patterns. Both of per-tree frequency
and occurrence-match frequency are allowed in this work,
but we mainly concentrate on occurrence-match frequency.
Through this paper, for simplicity we use the term of
frequency (support) instead of occurrence-match frequency
(occurrence-match support); unless we explicitly say that
frequency (support) refers to per-tree frequency (per-tree
support).

III. MINING UNORDERED TREES

In this section, first, we present the candidate generation
method. Then, we introduce three new tree encodings: s-
coding, is-coding and cs-coding, which are assigned to nodes
of database trees. Next, we present a frequency counting
method for unordered trees having unique labels on children
of every node. Next, we generalize the frequency counting
method for all rooted unordered trees. Finally, we present
the UITree algorithm.

A. Candidate generation

For candidate generation, we use a variation of the well-
known rightmost path extension method. Let C be a tree
having k nodes. We call it a k-tree. Using rightmost path
extension, C can be extended to generate new trees in
two different ways. In the first way, called rn extension,
a new node N is added to the rightmost node of C. In the
second way, called rp extension, a new node N is added
to a node in the rightmost path of C, except its rightmost
node [4]. In both cases, N will be the rightmost node of
the generated k + 1-tree. For ordered trees, this method of
candidate generation is complete as well as non-redundant,
however, for unordered trees, it might generate redundant
trees. Duplicate candidates can be detected and ignored by
means of a canonical form.

For rp extension, we use the technique proposed in [29]
to make the candidate generation method more efficient.

Definition 1: Two k-trees C1 and C2 are in the same
equivalence class, denoted by C1 � C2, if they share the
first k − 1 nodes in common.

Definition 2: Assume that C1 and C2 are two k-trees and
C1 � C2. Let v2 be the rightmost node of C2 and v1 be
the node in the position dep(C2, v)−1 of the righmost path
of C1. The join of C1 and C2, denoted by C1 � C2 is a
k+1-tree C ′ generated by adding v2 to C1 as the rightmost
child of v1.

Clearly, the join operation is defined if there is a node
in the position dep(C2, v) − 1 of the rightmost path of
C1, and this means that the following condition should be
held: dep(C1, n1) ≤ dep(C2, n2), where n1 and n2 are the
rightmost nodes of C1 and C2, respectively.

We note that the join operation defined in Definition 2
is not commutative, i.e. C1 � C2 and C2 � C1 might be
different trees, or only one of them might be defined.

In summary, our method for extending a candidate C is
as the following:

• rp extension of C: for all trees C ′ such that C � C ′

(including C itself), C � C ′ is generated as a new
candidate.

• rn extension of C: every frequent label is added to the
rightmost node of C as a child and generates a larger
candidate.

In the rest of this paper, the rightmost path and the right-
most node of an unordered candidate tree refer respectively
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to the last path and the last node appended to the candidate
in its extension chain.

B. Three new encodings

Let T be a database tree and ≺ be a left-to-right ordering
among children of nodes of T . The ordered form of T with
respect to ≺, denoted by T≺, refers to the ordered tree
resulted by applying ≺ to the nodes of T .

s-coding

Definition 3: Let T be a database tree, ≺ be a left-to-
right ordering among children of nodes of T , and sid be an
auxiliary integer initiated by 0. For every node v ∈ V (T ), its
s-coding with respect to ≺, denoted by SC≺(T, v) is defined
as the following:

1) if v is the root of T , SC≺(T, v) is defined equal to 0.
2) T≺ is traversed in preorder and when a node v is met,

if deg(T≺, v) > 1, sid is increased by 1, and for any
child u of v, SC≺(T, u) is defined equal to the new
value of sid.

All children of a node have the same s-coding. Since the
nodes of the tree are traversed in preorder, when assigning
s-coding to the children of a node, its s-coding has already
been determined. Figure 1 shows an example of s-coding.
In this figure, T 0 and T 1 are ordered forms of two database
trees, and the trees below them show the s-codings of their
nodes.

Figure 1: An example of s-coding.

is-coding

First, we introduce the r-preorder traversal.
Definition 4: R-preorder traversal of a rooted ordered tree

is a depth-first traversal which is defined recursively as
follows:

1) visit the root first; and then
2) do an r-preorder traversal each of the subtrees of the

root one-by-one from right to left.

In r-preorder traversal, the children are met from right to
left which is the key difference compared to the preorder
traversal.

Definition 5: Let T be a database tree, ≺ be a left-to-
right ordering among children of nodes of T , and sid be an
auxiliary integer initiated by 0. For every node v ∈ V (T ),
its is-coding with respect to ≺, denoted by IS≺(T, v) is
defined as follows:

1) if v is the root of T , IS≺(T, v) is defined equal to 0.
2) T≺ is traversed in r-preorder and when a node v is

met, if deg(T, v) > 1, sid is increased by 1, and for
any child u of v, IS≺(T, u) is defined equal to the
new value of sid.

s-coding and is-coding only differ in the way of traversing
ordered forms of database trees. Figure 2 shows the is-
encoding of the ordered forms of the database trees pre-
sented in Figure 1.

Figure 2: An example of is-coding.

cs-coding

Definition 6: Let ≺ be a left-to-right ordering among
children of nodes of T . The cs-coding of a node v in a
database tree T with respect to ≺, denoted by CS≺(T, v),
is defined as SC≺ of its children.

When a node is met in preorder traversal of the tree, the
s-codings of its children are assigned, therefore cs-coding of
all nodes (with respect to an ordering ≺) can be determined
in O(|V (T )|). Figure 3 shows the cs-encoding of the ordered
forms of the database trees presented in Figure 1.

Figure 3: An example of cs-coding.

C. The frequency counting method

Each candidate Ck+1 can be generated by either
rp extension or rn extension. In this section, we present
new frequency counting methods for rp extended candidates
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and rn extended candidates, based on the tree encodings
presented in Section III-B.

The following notions and notations are used in this
section: we assume that Ck and C ′

k are two trees belonging
to the same equivalence class, and Ck �C′

k is possible and
it generates the tree Ck+1. Ck+1 is generated by adding
the node N to Ck . We also assume that the occurrence Ok

of Ck, the occurrence ON of N , and the occurrence Ok+1

of Ck+1 all occur in the database tree T . CN refers to
the rightmost node of Ck and CP refers to the rightmost
path of Ck excluding its rightmost node, i.e. CP ∪ CN
forms the rightmost path of Ck. OCN is the node in Ok

corresponding to the node CN of Ck, and OCP is the path
in Ok corresponding to CP . We note that since Ck is an
unordered occurrence of Ck, it is possible that OCN and
OCP are not the rightmost node and the rightmost path of
Ok, respectively.

Frequency counting for rp extended candidates

Ck+1 is generated by adding node N to Ck via
rp extension and we want to see whether or not adding ON

to a node in OCP generates an occurrence Ok+1 of Ck+1.
T can be divided into the partitions depicted in Figure 4.
B1 is the path between the root of T and the root of Ok. C
contains the children of the nodes of B1 and the children
of the nodes of OCP . B2 is the path between OCN and
z, where z is the last node met before OCN in preorder
traversal of T . To generate an occurrence Ok+1 of Ck+1,
ON must belong to the dotted region depicted in Figure 4.
For this purpose, ON must satisfy Properties 1, 2 and 3.

Figure 4: A partitioning of a database tree.

Property 1: SC≺(ON ) ≤ SC≺(OCN ).

Property 2: IS≺(ON ) ≤ IS≺(OCN ).
where ≺ is any arbitrary ordering on the nodes of the

database tree.
ON can be anywhere in T . It can be shown that if Property

1 is applied on ON , it can not be selected from the grey parts
of Figure 5(a). We also can show that Property 2 expels
ON from the grey parts of Figure 5(b). The intersection of
non-grey parts of Figures 5(a) and 5(b) is the region C,
i.e. applying Properties 1 and 2 to ON , restricts it to C.
Property 3 restricts ON to the dotted region, which is the
desired region.

Property 3: dep(T, ON )−dep(T, OCN) = dep(Ck, N)−
dep(Ck, CN).

If the nodes in a database tree are allowed to have
duplicate labels, but the labels for the children of every node
are assumed to be unique, Properties 1, 2 and 3 are sufficient
to count frequencies of rp extended candidates. Assume that
Ck+1 is generated by adding node N to Ck via rp extension.
To see whether adding ON to the rightmost node of OCk

generates Ok+1, it is sufficient to check if:
1) ON and Ok occur in the same database tree,
2) SC≺(ON ) ≤ SC≺(OCN ),
3) IS≺(ON ) ≤ IS≺(OCN ), and
4) dep(T, ON ) − dep(T, OCN) = dep(Ck, N) −

dep(Ck, CN).
(≺ is any arbitrary ordering on the nodes of database trees.)

If these conditions are satisfied, Ok+1 is generated by
attaching ON to Ok. s-coding, is-coding and cs-coding of
ON are stored for Ok+1 to be used in future extensions of
Ok+1.

As an example, consider tree ”b b -1 c” which is generated
by b b � b c. As depicted in Figure 6, ”b b” has one
occurrence in T 0 and two occurrences in T 1. Node ”c”
occurs for 5 times in T 0 and for 4 times in T 1. Figure 6
shows how the occurrences of ”b b -1 c” can be determined
by means of occurrences of ”b b” and ”c”. Left side trees
highlight the occurrences of ”b b” and right side trees
show different occurrences of ”c”. Texts on the side of the
hachured occurrences of ”c” present the unsatisfied proper-
ties. Other occurrences of ”c”, depicted by double circles, are
occurrences that satisfy all the conditions; therefore they can
join with an occurrence of ”b b” and generate an occurrence
of ”b b -1 c”.

Frequency counting for rn extended candidates

The following theorem can help us to count frequencies
of rn extended candidates either when database trees have
unique labels on the children of every node or when they
are general unordered trees.

Theorem 1: Assume that Ck is generated by adding node
N to Ck via rn extension. To see whether adding ON to
the rightmost node of Ok generates Ok+1, it is sufficient to
check if:

1) ON and Ok occur in the same database tree, and
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,,
(a) Grey parts are eliminated by applying Property
1.

(b) Grey parts are eliminated by applying Prop-
erty 2.

(c) Properties 1, 2, 3 restrict ON to the dotted
region.

Figure 5: Restrictions applied by of Properties 1, 2 and 3 on the nodes of the database tree T .

Figure 6: An example of frequency counting for rp extended
candidates.

2) CS≺(OCN ) = SC≺(ON ).
where ≺ is any arbitrary ordering among the nodes of the
database tree.

If the conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied, Ok+1 is
generated and the s-coding, is-coding and cs-coding of O N

are stored for Ok+1 to be used in future extensions of Ok+1.
Figure 7 shows an example of frequency counting for

rn extended candidates. Rn extension of ”a b” by means
of ”c” generates the tree ”a b c”. As depicted in Figure 7,
”a b” has one occurrence in T 0 and one occurrence in T 1.
For each occurrence, only one occurrence of ”c” satisfies
both conditions. Therefore, ”a b c” have two occurrences in
the database trees.

D. Generalizing the Frequency Counting Method

In this section, we assume that the database trees are
general trees and their nodes can have children with the same
label. For frequency counting of rn extended candidates,
this generalization does not make any problem; however,
for rp extended candidates we must revise the frequency
counting algorithm.

Figure 7: An example of frequency counting for rn extended
candidates.

For generalized rp extended frequency counting, it is
possible that ON belongs to the dotted region of Figure 4
and it has already been appended to Ok. In this case, the
above mentioned frequency counting method is not enough
restricting for selecting correct occurrences of ON .

Definition 7: Tree candidate C ′ is self-extended if it is
generated by rp extension of a candidate C” with itself.
In the consequence of this extension, which is called self-
extension, the rightmost node and the second rightmost
node1 of the resultant candidate find the same label. This
same label is called self-extension label.

Theorem 2: For self-extended candidates, to guarantee
that ON has not already been appended to the dotted region
of Ck, more than the 4 conditions already mentioned, the
following condition should also be held:

P(T≺, OCN ) < P(T≺, ON )

where for a node v ∈ V (T≺), P(T≺, v) is the preorder
number of v in T≺.

In this case, in order to correctly count frequencies of
candidates extended from Ck, both the encodings of ON

and the encodings of OCN are stored for Ck, if they have
not already been stored.

1The second rightmost node is the rightmost node of the tree generated
from removing the rightmost node.
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As an example, consider Figure 8 in which the database
tree is ”c b d -1 a -1 b -1 a -1 b -1” and we want
to compute the frequency of ”c b d -1 b -1 b -1”. ”c
b d -1 b -1 b -1” is a self-extended candidate which is
generated by appending node ”b” to ”c b d -1 b -1”. ”c
b d -1 b -1” has two occurrences in the database tree.
For the first occurrence, the rightmost occurrence of ”b”
satisfies the condition of Theorem 2 as well as all of the
4 conditions already mentioned for rp extended candidates.
For the second occurrence, none of the occurrences of ”b”
satisfy the condition of Theorem 2. Therefore, ”c b d -1 b
-1 b -1” has one occurrence in the database tree.

Figure 8: An example of generalized frequency counting for
self-extended candidates.

Theorem 2 solves the problem for self-extended can-
didates, however, the problem still remains for other
rp extended candidates.

Assume that candidate Ck+1 = Ck �C′
k is generated via

rp extended. In every occurrence O ′
k of C ′

k, we refer to the
image of N by ON : O′

k. Without going into details and
proofs (due to lack of space), we present Theorem 3 for
frequency counting of rp extended candidates whih are not
self-extended.

Theorem 3: Frequency of a rp extended candidate
Ck+1 = Ck �C′

k (Ck+1 is not self-extended) in a database
tree T can be correctly computed as the following:

for every two occurrences Ok of Ck and O′
k of C ′

k in T ,
if:

1) ON : O′
k is not the rightmost node of any already

generated occurrence of Ck+1, 2

2) CS≺(ON : O′
k) 
= SC≺(OCN ),

3) SC≺(ON : O′
k) ≤ SC≺(OCN ),

2Since the occurrences of a candidate tree can be generated in an ordered
manner, this condition can be tested very efficiently by only 1 comparison.
Due to lack of space we omit details.

4) IS≺(ON : O′
k) ≤ IS≺(OCN ), and

5) dep(T, ON : O′
k) − dep(T, OCN) = dep(Ck, N) −

dep(Ck, CN).
an occurrence Ok+1 of Ck+1 is generated (≺ is an arbitrary
ordering on the nodes of database trees).

For example, in Figure 9 ”c b d -1 -1 b -1 b -1” and
”c b d -1 -1 b -1 a -1” join together and generate ”c b
d -1 -1 b -1 b -1 a -1”. ”c b d -1 -1 b -1 a -1” has 4
occurrences in the database tree ”c b d -1 -1 a -1 b -1
a -1 b -1”. In the first and third occurrences, occurrence
”a” satisfies all the above mentioned conditions. In the
second occurrence, occurrence ”a” is the same as in the first
occurrence, and in the forth occurrence, occurrence ”a” is
the same as in the third occurrence. Therefore, occurrence
”a” in the second and forth occurrences can not participate
in the join operation.

Figure 9: An example of frequency counting for non
self extended candidates in which nodes might have children
with the same labels.

E. The UITree Algorithm

Figure 10 shows the high level pseudo code of the UITree
algorithm. First, the set of frequent labels (frequent patterns
of size 1) are generated. Then, larger patterns are generated
via recursive calls of the REFINEMENT method.

In the REFINEMENT method, a pattern is extended if
it is in the canonical form. Here, we use the canonical
form presented in [29]. If a pattern C is in the canonical
form, it is rn extended using frequent labels and frequency
of every resultant candidate tree is computed according to
Theorem 1; and C is rp extended using patterns which are
equivalent to it and frequency of every resultant candidate
tree is computed according to Theorems 2 and 3.

To guarantee the completeness of the candidate generation
step, C is rp extended by every pattern C ′ which is in
the equivalence class of C (either C ′ is in the canonical
form or is not). In this way of candidate generation, only
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known frequent patterns are used to rp extend C (C itself
is frequent). In this method, candidates which are frequent
but are not in the canonical form are used for rp extension
of other candidates.

Another possible way for candidate generation is gener-
ating only candidates which are in the canonical form and
rp extending them by all frequent labels. In this way, it
is possible that a candidate which is already known to be
infrequent (since it has an infrequent subtree), is generated.

As discussed in [29], there is a trade-off between the
number of redundant candidates (which are not in the
canonical form) generated in the first method, and the
number of already known infrequent candidates generated
in the second method. In [29] these two different methods
were experimentally evaluated, and it was found that the
first method of candidate generation is more efficient than
the second method. We note that at the end, both methods
generate the same set of frequent patterns.

UITREE (a database D consisting of rooted unordered
trees, an integer min sup)

1: � F refers to the set of frequent patterns
2: C ← the set of frequent labels
3: for all C ∈ C do
4: REFINEMENT(C)
5: end for

REFINEMENT (a tree C)

1: if C is in the canonical form then
2: F ← F ∪ C
3: � rn extension:
4: for all frequent label N do
5: generate Ck+1 by adding N to the rightmost

node of C
6: compute support(Ck+1) using Theorem 1
7: if Ck+1 is frequent then
8: REFINEMENT(Ck+1)
9: end if

10: end for
11: � rp extension:
12: for all C ′ such that C � C ′ do
13: Ck+1 ← C � C′

14: compute support(Ck+1) using Theorems 2 and
3

15: if Ck+1 is frequent then
16: REFINEMENT(Ck+1)
17: end if
18: end for
19: end if

Figure 10: High level pseudo code of UITree.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We perform extensive experiments to evaluate the ef-
ficiency of the proposed algorithm using data from real
applications as well as synthetic datasets. We do our experi-
ments on a 2.93GHz Intel Pentium IV PC with a 8GB main
memory, running UNIX operating system. All the algorithms
are implemented in C++ using standard template libraries.

The well-known algorithm in the literature for mining un-
ordered trees is HybridTreeMiner [6]. [7] and [3] have been
reported to be more efficient, but they find frequent closed
and maximal patterns. Here, we select HybridTreeMiner for
our comparisons.

The CSLOGS dataset [30] is a real dataset which contains
the web access trees of the CS department of the Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute during one month. This dataset has
59,691 transactions, 716,263 nodes and 13,209 unique vertex
labels. Each distinct label corresponds to the URLs of a web
page.

In [31], the log file of every week is separated into a differ-
ent dataset and 3 different datasets are generated: CSLOG1
for the first week, CSLOG2 for the second week and
CSLOG3 for the third week. Furthermore, they generated
a new dataset called CSLOG12 by combining CSLOG1 and
CSLOG2. CSLOG1 contains 8,074 trees, CSLOG2 contains
7,404 trees, CSLOG3 contains 7,628 trees, and CSLOG12
contains 13,934 trees. We use these real datasets to evaluate
the efficiency of the proposed algorithm.

Figure 11 compares UITree against HybridTreeMiner over
CSLOG1. As depicted in the figure, UITree significantly
outperforms HybridTreeMiner, for example in min sup =
13, UITree outpeforms HybridTreeMiner by a factor of 300
(the left side diagram). Two algorithms use almost equal
amounts of memory (the right side diagram).

Figures 12, 13 and 14 compare UITree against Hy-
bridTreeMiner over CSLOG2, CSLOG12 and CSLOG3,
respectively. Over CSLOG2, in min sup = 10, Hy-
bridTreeMiner can not generate the output after several
hours. In min sup = 12, UITree works more than 250
times faster than HybridTreeMiner. Over CSLOG12, for
the values of min sup smaller than 21, HybridTreeMiner
can not generate the output after a reasonable time (several
hours). In min sup = 21, UITree works more than 200
times faster than HybridTreeMiner. Over CSLOG3, for
the values of min sup smaller than 15, HybridTreeMiner
can not generate the output after a reasonable time. In
min sup = 15, UITree works more than 150 times faster
than HybridTreeMiner.

We also evaluate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm
using synthetic datasets which are generated by the method
described in [30]. The synthetic data generation program
mimics the web site browsing behavior of the user. First
a master web site browsing tree is built and then the
subtrees of the master tree are generated. The synthetic
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Figure 11: Comparison over CSLOG1.

Figure 12: Comparison over CSLOG2.

tree generation program is adjusted by 5 parameters: 1) the
number of labels (N ), 2) the number of nodes in the master
tree (M ), 3) the maximum fan-out of a node in the master
tree (F ), 4) the maximum depth of the master tree (D), and
5) the total number of trees in the dataset (T ).

The first synthetic dataset is D10 and uses the following
default values for the parameters: N = 100, M = 10, 000,
D = 10, F = 10, T = 100, 000. Figure 15 compares two
algorithms on D10. As depicted in the figure, UITree always
outperforms HybridTreeMiner.

F3 uses the default value expect for F = 3. As depicted
in Figure 16, over this dataset, UITree works faster than
HybridTreeMiner. M100K uses the default values expect for
M = 100, 000. Figure 17 reports the efficiency of UITree
compared to HybridTreeMiner over this dataset.

In N10K, N is set to 10, 000. In Figure 18, we compare
two algorithms over this dataset, and as depicted in the di-
agram, UITree significantly outperforms HybridTreeMiner.
For example, in min sup = 4, UITree works more than 35

Figure 13: Comparison over CSLOG12.

Figure 14: Comparison over CSLOG3.

Figure 15: Comparison over D10.

times faster than HybridTreeMiner.

V. RELATED WORKS

Recently, many algorithms have been proposed to find
frequent patterns from a collection of database trees. Wang
et al. proposed algorithms for discovering similar structure
and structural association rules among a collection of tree
structured data [22], [23] and [24].

Zaki introduced TreeMiner [28] to mine embedded or-
dered frequent tree patterns. For frequency counting, he
used an efficient data structure, called scope-list, and pro-
posed rightmost path extension to generate non-redundant
candidates. Later, by proposing the SLEUTH algorithm, he
extended the work to find embedded patterns from rooted
unordered [29]. Asai et al. [1] independently proposed the
rightmost candidate generation and developed FREQT for
mining frequent induced ordered tree patterns. Chi et al. [5]
proposed FreeTreeMiner for mining induced unordered free

Figure 16: Comparison over F3.
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Figure 17: Comparison over M100K.

Figure 18: Comparison over N10K.

trees. Other algorithms for mining induced unordered tree
patterns are PathJoin [25], uFreqt [14], uNot [2] and Hy-
bridTreeMiner [6]. TreeFinder [20] uses an Inductive Logic
Programming approach to mine unordered embedded trees
but it is not a complete method and can miss some frequent
subtrees. SingleTreeMining [15] is an algorithm for mining
rooted unordered trees with application to phylogenetic tree
pattern mining.

Chi et al. proposed CMTreeMiner [7] for mining both
closed and maximal frequent subtrees in a database of rooted
unordered trees. This algorithm traverse an enumeration
tree that systematically enumerates all subtrees. Xiao et
al. [26] proposed TreeGrow for mining unordered maximal
embedded tree patterns. However, TreeGrow assumes that
the labels for the children of every node are unique. The
candidate generation method is localized so as to avoid
unnecessary computational overhead. [13] and [16] devel-
oped other algorithms for finding maximal embedded tree
patterns.

XSpanner [21] is a pattern growth-based method and
can mine embedded ordered subtrees. Tatikonda et al. [18]
proposed a generic approach that can be used to mine
embedded or induced subtrees that can be labeled, unlabeled,
ordered, unordered, or edge-labeled. They developed TRIPS
and TIDES algorithms using two sequential encodings of
trees to systematically generate and evaluate the candidate
patterns. Tan et al. [17] presented a unique embedding list
representation of the tree structure, which enables efficient
implementation of their Tree Model Guided (TMG) candi-
date generation. TMG can enumerate all the valid candidates
that conform to the structural aspects of the input data.

UNI3 [8] generates unordered candidate while it performs
ordered frequency counting. In [19], the authors developed
efficient pattern mining algorithms specialized for multi-core
hardwares.

For finding unordered frequent tree patterns, most of the
proposed algorithms use a canonical form and extend only
candidates that are in the canonical form. In [11] and [12],
Luccio et al. defined sorted pre-order string canonical form
can be obtained in linear time (assuming a finite alphabet
for vertex labels). Later, Asai et al. [2], Nijssen et al. [14],
and Chi et al. [5] independently defined similar canonical
representations.

Efficient algorithms for mining frequent graph patterns
which are the general form of frequent tree patterns can be
found in [9], [10] and [27].

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we presented novel tree encodings, and
accordingly, developed a new method for finding frequent
patterns from rooted unordered trees with unique labels on
children of every node. Then, we generalized the method to
find frequent patterns from rooted unordered trees without
any restriction. We empirically evaluated the efficiency of
the proposed algorithm, UITree, and showed that it provides
significant improvements against well-known algorithms in
the literature, over both real and synthetic datasets.

One future work is extending the proposed algorithm to
find condensed representations like frequent closed patterns.
A useful technique which is widely used (in different forms)
to trim the state space in the closed pattern mining problem,
is the early termination or early prunning technique [7] and
[27]. This technique can be performed more efficiently using
the encodings and the frequency counting method presented
in this paper. The other future work, can be developing
similar techniques for fining frequent patterns from more
complex graphs such as plannar graphs, bounded-treewidth
graphs, or general graphs.
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